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ACROSS

 1 Marvel at sports providing 
entertainment years ago (7,5)
 10 High speed record overturned by 
Russian leader’s ship (7)
 11 Uproar over award is offensive (7)
 12 Lots of vain hopes daughter let go (5)
 13 Exact revenge finally after account by 
fellow implicates head of Art (8)
 15 Fair account unionist blocked in the 
end (10)
 16 Appear to be speaking of an 
underground layer of gold (4)
 18 Letters from Loyola maligning priest 
(4)
 20 Flyer showing Polish trading centre on 
the outskirts of Ilkeston (4,6)
 22 Roll it out a short time before making 
a kind of pancake (8)
 24 Caught Beth stripping on Zoom 
regularly revealing a heavenly body (5)
 26 Vexed about animal left out eating 
away (7)
 27 Short of work experience (7)
 28 Not willing to compromise say over 
knight stopping en route (12)

DOWN

 2 Copy of issue briefly covering French 
actor on the rise (7)
 3 Tailless animal finding river location 
suitable (8)
 4 Heartless landowner getting fat (4)
 5 Hapless pal on acid takes a drink (4,6)
 6 Goodbye from assistant essentially 
upset with you they say (5)
 7 Delivered a speech about Angola’s 
principal northern city (7)
 8 Ready to trap fellow with note 
revealing evidence of adultery (7,6)
 9 Decision reached in no time with trade 
collapsing (13)
 14 Film star originally involved in 
mysterious cabal can start to atone (10)
 17 Monitor street patrol once deputy, 
initially on leave, returns (8)
 19 Stuff brought up about Ireland’s top 
physicist (7)
 21 Monkey found in tree mostly (7)
 23 Fool with Amin over Tanzania 
primarily (5)
 25 Daring to drag up last of infidelities 
(4)
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